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Insurance:

When Jacqueline Sharp opened Fort, a
vintage and reclaimed furniture busi-
ness, in Los Angeles, she went through

all the steps she thought any entrepreneur would
make. She solidified a business model, recruited
talent and built a customer-base.

Yet, Sharp realized something was missing
when Fort opened.

“I was absolutely unaware of the day-to-day
risks that were involved, and how to protect my
business,” she said.  

Sharp then turned to a new program in Los
Angeles, Small Business Risk Education (SBRE),
which Travelers founded in 2012 as a way to pro-
vide safety risk management education to minori-
ty-and-women-owned small businesses in the met-
ropolitan Los Angeles area. The program includes
workshops, one-on-one assistance focused on risk
management and business continuity planning
and the ability to apply for a microloan through a
partnership with the VEDC, a Los Angeles-based
non-profit economic corporation that specializes
in supporting small and medium-sized businesses. 

The two organizations partnered together shar-
ing a common belief that small businesses create
jobs, boost the economy and help to preserve the
American Dream. However, both Travelers and
VEDC felt that many of these small businesses are
inadequately prepared to handle potential road-
blocks: according to recent information from the
Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS),
more than 25 percent of businesses that are forced
to close after a catastrophe, never reopen. 

The statistics for women-owned businesses are
particularly telling. In 2011, Travelers conducted a
survey of women-owned businesses in Los Angeles
at the National Association of Women Business
Owners conference.  The survey found that only
52 percent had a business continuity plan. 

Travelers launched SBRE, a first-of-its-kind edu-
cation program, to leverage their 160 years of
experience in risk management as a property casu-
alty insurer to help many of California’s nearly
700,000 small business owners navigate risk by
providing hands-on, consultative training from
safety risk professionals. Now in its third year of
operation, SBRE is helping small businesses more
easily identify and understand the safety risks that
accompany small business ownership. Microloans
are granted to some business owners to support
capital investments in risk management-related
services and products. 

A critical component of the SBRE program is its
partnerships with community-based organizations

that provide small businesses with training and
financial assistance. In Los Angeles, the VEDC  is
the largest non-profit small business lender in
California, and offers  a unique expertise in help-
ing female and minority-owned small businesses.  

As a national small business lender, VEDC has
lent $330 million in direct and guaranteed loans
to more than 100,000 small businesses that have
helped create more than 18,000 jobs. VEDC has a
37-year history of supporting small business
owners. 

As partners, Travelers and VEDC have one main
goal in mind for SBRE: to encourage small busi-
ness owners to pursue their dreams by fortifying
these entrepreneurs with the knowledge to protect
what is theirs.

SBRE has helped more than a hundred women
and/or minority-owned small businesses in the
Los Angeles area since the program launched, and
nearly $300,000 has been awarded in microloans. 

Based on the success of the Los Angeles pro-
gram, Travelers expanded SBRE to Chicago in
2013. This year, it will add programs in Atlanta
and New York City.

Tara N. Spain is Director of Operations, Community
Relations, Travelers and Vice President of Travelers
Foundation. Travelers is one of the nation’s largest
insurers of small businesses. Roberto Barragan is
President and CEO of Los Angeles-based VEDC, the
largest small business lending organization in
California.

Small Business Risk Education Program
Helps Boost Local Economy

Travelers launched SBRE, a first-of-its-kind education program, to leverage their 160

years of experience in risk management as a property casualty insurer to help many

of California’s nearly 700,000 small business owners navigate risk by providing

hands-on, consultative training from safety risk professionals.

Trends & Tips for Business
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By STEVEN DRISS

For owners of small to mid-size
businesses, dealing with the minu-
tiae of running your business can

take up great deal of time. Chances are
you started your business because you
had a terrific service or product to offer
others. Alas, being an entrepreneur
requires much more than that. There is
payroll to think about, health insurance
to provide, retirement accounts to offer,
workers compensation insurance that
must be put in place, and so on.  And of
course, all of those items come with a
price tag, some of which can be pretty
hefty. So if you’re ever found yourself
wishing you could just delegate all of
those time consuming details to someone
else, you’re not alone. And the good
news is that companies exist which do
provide precisely these types of service,
all the while eliminating your liability
and often saving you money.

Professional employer organizations
(PEOs) have been around for many years,
yet many small business owners remain
in the dark about their existence. PEOs
enable small to mid-sized businesses to
outsource the management of human
resources, including payroll, employee
benefits, and workers’ compensation.
That obviously frees up your time to

focus on other aspects of your business.  
In a sense, PEOs act as co-employers

(but don’t worry, you’re not signing over
even a fraction of a percentage of your
business). They merely assume the major-
ity of responsibility and liability in areas
including risk management, HR manage-
ment, payroll and tax compliance. Some
PEOs will even share employment law
compliance responsibilities with you. As
the owner of the business you are then
able to do what you do best, which is
focus on production, sales or service to
your clients.

For HR, PEOs offer a variety of servic-
es, which may help you to increase em-
ployee satisfaction (and therefore produc-
tivity). Keep in mind that employees
expect-at minimum-financial security,
quality health insurance, a safe working
environment, and the ability to save for
the future. All of these needs must be
met by someone. If you don’t have a full
time HR department, or if you need to
streamline your HR department, many
PEOs offer technologically based infra-
structure and/or service platforms for an
upfront cost.

In terms of providing benefits to your
employees, a PEO may be able to offer
small to mid-sized business owners with
the opportunity to provide benefits on
par with those that a talented employee

may be offered at a larger company.
These can include a 401(k), life insur-
ance, disability insurance, discount plans,
a flexible spending plan and more.

But what may be even more attractive
about working with a PEO is the oppor-
tunity to save money. Indeed, for com-
panies with as few as 20 employees (but
up to several hundred) a PEO may offer
substantial savings on your health insur-
ance plans, for example. This is due to a
collective bargaining power that PEOs
have with insurance companies. Because
PEOs work with many businesses, they
handle health insurance for many, many
employees. To put it another way, the
PEO’s economy of scale may benefit your

bottom line (think shopping at Costco
vs. other retailers). In many cases, the
savings are substantial enough that they
offset the cost of initially partnering with
a PEO.

For small and mid-sized businesses, it
is worth taking a look at PEOs to see if
your business may benefit from this type
of partnership. As with all services, there
is no one-size-fits-all model, so you’ll
need to talk with a trusted insurance bro-
ker to determine if working with a Pro-
fessional Employer Organization makes
sense for your business. If working with a
PEO doesn’t save you time and money,
there is obviously no reason to make a
change. But it’s definitely worth your
time to investigate the opportunity. Feel
free to give Lifeline Employee Benefits a
call, and ask to have us run the numbers
for your business.

Steven Driss is President of Lifeline Employee
Benefits in Tarzana. Lifeline Employee Bene-
fits was established in 1985 to help individu-
als and small businesses identify and pur-
chase affordable health insurance, life, dis-
ability and other group insurance. Steven also
serves as an insurance expert/ guest lecturer
at UCLA and CSUN. For additional informa-
tion visit www.health-quotes.net, contact
Steven directly at (818) 774-1003 or via
email at steve@health-quotes.net.

Ideas Worth Considering: Is a PEO Right for Your Business?
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Business Vehicle Insurance: An Overview

As a business owner, you need some
of the same insurance coverages
for the cars, trucks, vans or other

vehicles you use in your business as you do
for vehicles used for personal travel. Your
Businessowners Policy (BOP) does not pro-
vide any coverage for vehicles, so you must
have a separate policy. Most states require
you to purchase liability insurance for bod-
ily injury and property damage that may
result from a vehicle accident occurring
while you or someone from your organiza-
tion is driving on business. Although the
form refers only to “autos,” autos are
defined to include cars, trucks, trailers,
vans or other vehicles designed for use on
public roads. Each vehicle you use in your
business can be separately “scheduled,” or
listed on your policy along with correspon-
ding coverages. In other words, you can
choose different coverages, for your various
vehicles, depending on the vehicle’s char-
acteristics and the coverage you need for it.

Do I Need a Business Auto Policy?

Your insurance agent will ask in detail
how you use vehicles in your business;
who will be driving them; whether you
own, rent or lease; and whether you and
your employees are likely to be driving
their own cars for your business. The
answers to these questions will indicate the
types of coverage you need. ??In general,
only a BACF can provide the level of liabil-
ity protection — the recommended mini-
mum is $500,000 — that even a small
business needs to cover the potential dam-
ages in a serious accident.

Will My Personal Auto Policy Cover Business Use?

Your personal auto policy provides

coverage for some business use of your
vehicle. Similarly, your employees’ per-
sonal auto policies cover some business
use of their vehicles too.

A personal auto policy is unlikely to pro-
vide coverage, however, if the vehicle in ques-
tion is used primarily in business. It will not
provide coverage for any vehicle owned by a
business. The personal auto policy, whether
yours or your employee’s, may not have
enough coverage to protect your business.

For example, imagine you are driving
your car to a business meeting while having
an intense conversation on your cell phone
with one of your sales reps. By the time you
notice a van ahead of you has stopped to
make a left turn, it’s too late to avoid a colli-
sion. The driver and five passengers are in-
jured in the accident. They sue you and
your company. If you have only a personal
auto policy, your insurer will probably
defend you personally and pay the claim —
up to the policy limit. Your personal auto
policy insurer will not defend or pay dam-
ages on behalf of your business, however.
For a very serious accident or one with a
number of injured people, your personal
auto policy may not be enough to cover the
damages. In that event, the injured parties
would likely sue to collect damages from
your business. If you or your employees are
driving personal vehicles on business and
relying on your personal auto policies, be
sure you and they have sufficient liability
coverage to protect your business in the
event of a serious auto accident. Do not
expect to rely on a personal umbrella policy
for any claims that arise from business use
of a vehicle. Typically, the personal umbrella
excludes all claims occurring in the course
of a business endeavor.

What Vehicles Are Covered?

The scope of coverage in the business auto
policy can be either broad or narrow, depend-
ing on your choice of options. It could, for
example, be written to apply only to one spe-
cifically described auto. Or, as an example of
very broad coverage, the policy could be writ-
ten to apply to the named insured’s liability
exposures arising out of the use of any auto.

In general, you have three options for
which vehicles you choose to cover.
• Autos your business owns
• All autos your business owns, hires or
leases
• All autos used for the business, includ-
ing those that your business does not
own, hire or lease

Most businesses should buy the third
type, since that is the only coverage that
protects the business from liability when
an employee or owner is driving a per-
sonal vehicle on business.

Be Sure The Right Insured Is On The Policy

An insurance contract usually requires
that the owner of a vehicle be named in the
policy “Declarations” as the “principal in-
sured.” If you drive any of the same vehicles
for both business and pleasure, make sure
you tell your insurance agent who holds the
vehicle’s title, you personally or your compa-
ny. This will avoid problems if you need to
file a claim or a claim is filed against you.

Physical Damage Coverage

The three types of physical damage
coverage for motor vehicles are collision,
comprehensive and specified perils.
• Collision coverage is for losses that result
from the collision of a covered vehicle with
any object or from the vehicle overturning.

• Comprehensive coverage is the broadest
form of auto physical damage coverage, be-
cause it provides for losses from any cause
except collision and overturn (insured
under collision coverage) and a few policy
exclusions, such as wear and tear, mechan-
ical breakdown and acts of war. Among the
causes of loss covered under comprehen-
sive are flood, fire, theft, glass breakage,
falling objects, explosion, earthquake or
colliding with a wild bird or animal.
• Specified perils coverage covers many of the
same perils as comprehensive, but because it
covers only “named” perils—those specifical-
ly named in the policy—it has a lower premi-
um. It is sometimes referred to as “fire, theft
and Combined Additional Coverage (CAC)”

If your businesses has a large fleet of vehi-
cles, over time, it may be more costly to in-
sure the fleet for physical damage than it is
to retain the risk, that is, pay for any physical
damage directly rather than by insurance.

Regardless of how many vehicles your
business has, it may be cost effective to
carry physical damage coverage only on
the newer or more valuable vehicles.

What Will The Insurer Pay For Physical 

Damage?

The amount an insurer will pay on an
auto physical damage or theft claim depends
on the market value, known as Actual Cash
Value (ACV), of the vehicle at the time of
the loss. The most that will be paid is the
lesser of the ACV or the cost to repair or
replace the vehicle with one of like kind and
quality. In the event of a total loss, the ACV
is adjusted for depreciation and the vehicle’s
physical condition. Thus, the older the vehi-

Continued on page 38
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As one of the nation’s largest insurers of small businesses, Travelers advocates for
economic opportunity – one business and one community at a time. In addition to
developing customized initiatives to protect small businesses, we are committed
to working toward public policy solutions for small business owners and helping
them prepare for the unknown through education and leveraging our expertise
in risk mitigation. Travelers has undertaken these efforts because the company
understands that the health of small business is key to economic prosperity,
competitiveness and the preservation of the American Opportunity.

travelers.com

© 2013 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved. Travelers and the Travelers Umbrella logo are registered trademarks of The Travelers Indemnity Company in the U.S. and other countries.
M-17011-2 New 6-13

It’s more than a business. It’s your livelihood.
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cle and the worse its condition, the more its
value has depreciated and the less the insurer
will pay. The insurance company may pay
you the value of the loss in money or, at its
choice, it may repair or replace the damaged
or stolen vehicle. In case of a theft, it may
return the stolen vehicle to you with pay-
ment for any damage caused by the theft.

Liability Coverage

The liability portion of the BACF obli-
gates the insurer to pay all damages the
business is legally obligated to pay because
of bodily injury or property damage caused
by a covered vehicle, up to the policy limits.
When there is an auto liability lawsuit
against the insured business, where the loss
is covered by the policy, the insurer is obli-
gated to defend the business or settle the
lawsuit. The decision whether to contest or
settle the case is entirely at the insurer's dis-
cretion. The insurer's duty to defend or set-
tle ends when the insurance policy limits
are exhausted. By way of example, imagine
that three people are injured in an accident
in which you or one of your employees is at
fault. The policy limit is exhausted in judg-
ments or settlements for the first two
claimants. That leaves your business liable
to pay the award directly, should there be a
judgment in favor of the third person.
Punitive damages may be awarded in cases
of gross negligence, such as drunk or reck-
less driving. By law in a number of states, a
BACF cannot cover any punitive damages
for which you may be liable. Even in states
where coverage for punitive damages is
allowed, your policy may exclude them. 

How Much Liability Coverage

Does My Business Need?

Many insurers recommend a business
auto coverage limit of $1,000,000, with
$500,000 as the minimum. The higher
limit does not add a great deal to the pre-
mium, considering the amount of addi-
tional protection it provides.

Does a Business Umbrella Cover Autos?

If you have a business umbrella policy, it
would provide protection for owned, hired
and non-owned autos, if the umbrella
shows the auto liability policy as an under-
lying policy for which it provides coverage.

You Are Liable If You Allow a

Bad Driver On The Road

You are legally liable when you allow some-
one to drive one of your vehicles. If you fail to
take reasonable steps to determine that the driv-
er is qualified to drive or if you allow someone to
drive whom you know has a poor driving record
and that person causes an accident, you could
be liable for negligent entrustment. Any dam-
ages awarded for negligent entrustment would
be on top of liability for the accident itself.

A case of negligent entrustment arises
when someone allows another person to
use a vehicle knowing or having reason to
know that the use of the vehicle by that
person creates a risk of harm to others.

Your organization is responsible for
verifying a driver's qualifications before
entrusting him or her with a vehicle. Do
not entrust a bad driver with a vehicle-
not even for a quick errand.

This article was provided by the Insurance
Information Institute.

Use these steps to assess what
types of insurance are best for
your business, and how to

secure coverage to provide adequate
protection and minimize risks.

1. Assess Your Risks.

Insurance companies determine the
level of risk they’ll accept when issuing
policies. This process is called under-
writing. The insurance company
reviews your application and deter-
mines whether it will provide all or a
portion of the coverage being request-
ed. Each underwritten policy carries a
premium and a deductible. A premium
is the price you pay for insurance.
Premiums vary widely among insurance
companies, and depend on a number of
risk factors, including your business
location, building type, local fire protec-
tion services, and the amount of insur-
ance you purchase. A deductible is the
amount of money you agree to pay
when making a claim. Generally, the
higher deductible you agree to pay, the
lower your premium will be. However,
when you agree to take on a high
deductible you are taking on some
financial risk. So, it’s important to assess
your own risks before you go shopping.

2. Shop Around.

The National Federation of Independ-

ent Businesses provides information for
choosing insurance to help you assess
your risks and to make sure you’ve
insured every aspect of your business.
The extent and costs of coverage vary
from company to company. Some bro-
kers specialize in insuring specific types
of business, while others can connect
you with policies specific to your busi-
ness activities. For example, if you oper-
ate a tow truck service, you’ll want to
find an agent that can help find policies
that specifically cover automotive serv-
ice businesses. Often specialist brokers
can get you the best coverage and the
best rates.

3. Consider a Business Owner’s Policy.

Insurance can be purchased separately
or in a package called a business own-
ers’ policy (BOP). Purchasing separate
policies from different insurers can
result in higher total premiums. A
BOP combines typical coverage
options into a standard package, and
is offered at a premium that is less
than if each type of coverage was pur-
chased separately. Typically, BOPs con-
sist of covering property, general lia-
bility, vehicles, business interruption
and other types of coverage common
to most types of businesses. BOPs sim-
plify the insurance buying process and
can save you money. However, make

Five Tips for Buying 
Business Insurance

Continued from page 36
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This year marks the 20th anniver-
sary of the Northridge Earth-
quake, a 6.9 magnitude earth-

quake that struck in Northridge, causing
$19 billion in insured losses. The inci-
dent is an important reminder for all
Californians to prepare not just physi-
cally, but financially for the next earth-
quake which is sure to occur. California
residents need to evaluate the risk earth-
quakes pose to their homes and busi-
nesses and consider purchasing earth-
quake insurance, said the Association of
California Insurance Companies (ACIC).

“California is home to many amazing
things like Hollywood, Lake Tahoe,
beautiful beaches, wine country and
giant Redwood trees, but the state is also
known as Earthquake Country,” said
Mark Sektnan, ACIC president. “As Cali-
fornians we know we face potentially
deadly and devastating earthquakes
every day, but we don’t always prepare
for it. With only 12 percent of Califor-
nia homeowners purchasing earthquake
insurance, California faces a silent eco-
nomic threat that many homeowners
and businesses will be caught financially
unprepared if a large-scale earthquake
were to occur. The anniversary of the
Northridge Earthquake is a wake-up call
that we need to look at this very real
risk and take steps to prepare for it.”

While the Northridge Earthquake

caused significant damage, it also
brought about positive developments
such as insurers, realtors, builders and
policymakers joining forces to create the
California Earthquake Authority. Califor-
nia law also ensures consumers consider
purchasing earthquake insurance be-
cause the standard homeowners policy
excludes coverage for earthquakes, floods
and landslides. The law requires that
every two years insurers offer home-
owners the opportunity to purchase a
separate earthquake insurance policy.
However homeowners don’t have to
wait to be reminded, earthquake insur-
ance is always available to be purchased.

“Given that California has not experi-

enced a major earthquake in nearly two
decades, many residents have gotten
complacent and forget the very real
threat earthquakes pose throughout the
state,” said Sektnan. “Many people don’t
buy coverage because they think the 15
and 10 percent deductible is too expen-
sive or they think the federal govern-
ment is going to provide a bailout. The
reality is there is no federal program that
will rebuild people’s houses after a major
earthquake. Californians should talk to
their insurer or agent about their need
for earthquake insurance coverage.”

The Association of California Insurance
Companies (ACIC) is part of the Property
Casualty Insurers Association of America
(PCI) and represents property/casualty
insurance companies doing business in
California that write $20.2 billion in pre-
mium. ACIC is PCI’s California Voice.
ACIC member companies write 36.3 percent
of the property/casualty insurance in
California, including 43.5 percent of per-
sonal auto insurance, 41.7 percent of com-
mercial automobile insurance, 29.1 percent
of homeowners insurance, 22.3 percent of
commercial multi-peril insurance and 40.4
percent of private workers compensation
insurance. PCI is composed of more than
1,000 member companies, representing the
broadest cross-section of insurers of any
national trade association.

Two Decades After Northridge Quake, Insurers
Urge Californians to Take Financial Precautions
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sure you understand the extent of 
coverage in any BOP you are consider-
ing. Not every type of insurance is
included in a BOP. If your business has
unique risks, you may require addition-
al coverage.

4. Find a Reputable, Licensed Agent.

Commercial insurance brokers can help
you find policies that match your 
business needs. Brokers receive commis-
sions from insurance companies when
they sell policies, so it’s important you
find a broker that is reputable and is
interested in your needs as much as his
own. Make sure your broker under-
stands all the risks associated with your
business. Finding a good insurance
agent is as important as finding a good
lawyer or accountant. You should
always look for one that has a license.
State governments regulate the insur-
ance industry and license insurance bro-
kers. Many states provide a directory of
licensed agents.

5. Assess Your Insurance Coverage on an

Annual Basis.

As your business grows, so do your liabili-
ties. You don’t want to be caught under-
insured should disaster strike. If you have
purchased or replaced equipment or
expanded operations, you should contact
your insurance broker to discuss changes
in your business and how they affect
your coverage.

Information for this article was provided by
the US Small Business Administration.
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Ahighly competitive auto insur-
ance marketplace is making cov-
erage more widely available and

affordable for all drivers, according to the
Insurance Information Institute (I.I.I.),
even though insurance is also a heavily
regulated industry.

The I.I.I. made the observations in
response to a release issued today by the
Consumer Federation of America (CFA),
which asserted that insurance industry
underwriting and rating practices were
increasing auto insurance prices for driv-
ers lacking either certain academic cre-
dentials or holding what is deemed to be
a less responsible job.

“No matter their station in life, dozens
of auto insurers are competing for the bus-
iness of every driver who resides in the
cities the CFA surveyed for its report,” stat-
ed Dr. Robert Hartwig, president of the I.I.I.
and an economist. “These market forces
have created a favorable situation for the
nation’s drivers when considering what
they’ve had to pay for other products and
services essential to their daily lives.”

Rather than looking at price quotes,
the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC) examined what
the typical U.S. driver actually paid annu-
ally in auto insurance premiums, deter-
mining it was $786 in 2002 and $791 in
2010. The I.I.I. projects the per annum
expenditure for auto insurance grew to

$819 in 2012, only 4.2 percent more
than that same driver paid in premiums
to their auto insurer in 2002.

In contrast, the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) for the 10 years concluding at year-
end 2012 cumulatively grew at a rate of
27.6 percent, according to the U.S. Labor
Department’s Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS). Meanwhile, gasoline prices soared
168.5 percent and medical care costs rose
45.3 percent in the 10 years prior to year-
end 2012, the BLS reported. Bodily injury
(BI) expenses are a significant cost driver
for auto insurers.

“The most effective ways to lower the
price of auto insurance is to reduce the
cost of medical care and auto repair while
at the same time aggressively combating
insurance fraud, which levies a hidden
tax on drivers,” Dr. Hartwig said.
“Changing underwriting and rating fac-
tors that have been shown to project an
insurer’s future claims payouts accurately
will only distort prices and result in good
drivers subsidizing riskier ones.”

Auto insurance policyholders also
have a degree of control over the price
they pay for insurance coverage because
the premium is determined in part by
their driving record, the type of car they
drive, and the type and amount of cover-
age they purchase, Dr. Hartwig explained.
Moreover, state insurance regulators
review and approve the rating criteria

(e.g., a driver’s age, gender, and miles
driven) auto insurers are allowed to
employ when pricing a prospective or
current policyholder’s policy.

“Car owners have a multitude of
choices when it comes to buying cover-
age as well as a variety of ways to obtain
it: through an agent, over the phone or

online. Drivers should shop around if
they feel as though their current auto
insurer is not meeting their needs, or
charging too high a price,” the I.I.I.’s
president concluded.

Information for this article was provided by
the Insurance Information Institute.

Competition in the U.S. Auto Insurance
Market Benefits Millions of Drivers

‘Market forces have created a favorable situation for the
nation’s drivers when considering what they’ve had to pay for
other products and services essential to their daily lives.”

DR. ROBERT HARTWIG, Insurance Information Institute

Call (818) 817-0545 or visit www.vica.com

The Valley Industry & Commerce
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for Southern California business
in Sacramento

Get VICA on your side for the 
2014 Legislative Session.

In 2013, California legislators introduced

84 percent
of these bills went in businesses’ favor.

— and as a result —

nearly 300 bills
affecting business — for better or worse.

ONLY 150 TICKETS AT $500 
PER TICKET ARE AVAILABLE.
Visit acsbirthdayball.org, and click on the raffle tab for more 
details. Donations help fund American Cancer Society free 
programs and services for local cancer patients and their families. 

THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY BirthdayBall PRESENTS
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